THE THIRD ENIGMA

THE RIDDLE OF THE BEAST

The Stele of Revealing – (Originally exhibit Bulaq 666/now Cairo A 9422) depicting Nuit (Goddess of The
Night Sky) bending over the scene, Hadit (The Winged Solar Orb) above, Ra-Hoor-Kuit (Horus of The Two
Hoizons) enthroned, and the prophet, Ankh-f-n-Khonsu. This stele was created in the year 666BC.
Note the lovely colour pigments used in this Ancient Art.

1903 = 1 + 0 + 93 = 13 = 1 + 3 = 4 = 3 + 1 = 31

?
1:0
One : None
All : Nothing
A Binary Key underpins every aspect of Modern Science and Technology…?
“My prophet is a fool with his one, one, one; are they not the Ox, and none by the book?”
“Nothing is the secret key of this law. Sixty-one the Jews call it; I call it eight, eighty, four-hundred &
eighteen.”
“But they have the half: unite by thine art so that all disappear.”
Crowley renamed the XIV tarot card from “Temperance” to “Art”. What is the meaning of this card?
I.
“The word of the Law is θελημα
Those who call us Thelemites will do no wrong, if he look but close into the word. For there are therein Three
Grades, the Hermit, the Lover, and the man of Earth. Do what thou wilt shall be the whole of the Law.”
II.
1st ~ “Let him come through the first ordeal, and it will be to him as Silver.
2nd ~ “Through the second, Gold.”
3rd ~ “Through the third, Stones of Precious Water.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
Qabalistically, Silver (9) often refers to The Human-Animal Soul. Crowley lived during WWII ~ did
people during that period use the word Gold (6) as an analogy? If so, what might Gems (3)
represent, and how might they be higher than Gold?
III.
1st ~ “My colour is black to the blind;”
2nd ~ “But the blue and gold are seen of the seeing.”
3rd ~ “Purple beyond purple, it is a light higher than eyesight.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
I can fry an ant with a magnifying glass ~ but why would Horus discuss UV radiation, and align it as
higher than the blue & gold sequence?
6 + 6 + 6 = 18 = 1 + 8 = 9
THE MOON
“Let there be no difference made among you between any one thing and any other thing;
for thereof cometh hurt.
But whose availeth in this, let him be the chief of all.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law

?

?
THE 1ST ENIGMA: WILL
I.
“There is no law beyond Do What Thou Wilt.”
Aleister Crowley (19031) The Book of The Law
II.
“Every man and every woman is a star.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“Germany had taken up the old worship enthusiastically. Walpurgis Night had come again. Certain professors
had been of great assistance here; they had shown that all the quaint old customs of Christianity were of
Pagan origin, and by simply making the people conscious of what they had always been doing, had turned
their hearts without effort…. There were hopes of a pagan pope before the century was over…. the apostate
Cardinal, who by subtle modifications of gesture and of emphasis and intonation, imperceptible save to the
initiated, had restored the ceremony to a thin veil of the old rite…”
Aleister Crowley (?/1988), The Stone of Cybele
If the meaning of the Christian mass were to be changed, to what might the word “purity” refer?
THE 2ND ENIGMA: DIVISION
I.
“Blue am I, and Gold in the light of my bride.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
II.
“I am the warrior lord of the fourties, the eighties tremble before me.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“One is The Magus: twain His forces: four His weapons. These are the Seven Spirits of Unrighteousness; seven
vultures of evil. Thus is the art and craft of the Magus but glamour. How shall He destroy himself?.... In the
beginning doth The Magus speak truth, and send forth illusion and falsehood to enslave the soul. Yet therein
is The Mystery of Redmeption.“
Aleister Crowley (1911), The Book of The Magus
Did the colours blue and gold have any significance in WWII?
THE 3RD ENIGMA: UNITY
I.
“There is no bond that can unite the divided, but Love.
All else is a curse.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
II.
“Fear not, O Prophet, when these words are said, thou shalt not be sorry; and blessed are the eyes that thou
shalt look upon with gladness. But I will hide thee in a mask of sorrow : they that see thee shall fear that thou
art fallen : but I lift thee up.
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law
III.
“I shall not rest until I have dissolved it all. So also the light that is absorbed. One absorbs little and is called
white and glistening; one absorbs all and is called black. Therefore, O my darling, art thou black. O my
beautiful, I have likened thee to a jet Nubian slave, a boy of melancholy eyes. O filthy one! The dog! They cry
against thee! Because thou art my beloved. Happy are they that praise thee; for they see thee with mine eyes.
Not aloud shall they praise thee; but in the night, one shall steal close, and grip thee with the secret grip;
another shall privily cast a crown of violets over thee; a third shall greatly dare, and press mad lips to thine.
Yea! The night shall cover all, the night shall cover all.”
Aleister Crowley (1907), The Book of The Heart girt with The Serpent

?
1 The Book of The Law (“Liber AL vel Legis”) was first published in 1909.

Δ
HAURES

“The Sixty-fourth Spirit is Haures, or Hauras, or Havres, or Flauros. He is a Great Duke, and appeareth at first
like a Leopard, Mighty, Terrible, and Strong, but after a while, at the Command of the Exorcist, he putteth on
Human Shape with Eyes Flaming and Fiery, and a most Terrible Countenance. He giveth True Answers of all
things, Present, Past, and to Come. But if he be not commanded into a Triangle, he will Lie in all these Things,
and deceive and beguile the Exorcist in these things, or in such and such business. He will, lastly, talk of the
Creation of the World, and of Divinity, and of how he and other Spirits fell. He destroyeth and burneth up
those who be the Enemies of the Exorcist should he so desire it; also he will not suffer him to be tempted by
any other Spirit or otherwise. He governeth 36 Legions of Spirits, and his Seal is this, to be worn as a Lamen,
etc.”
Goetia: The Lesser Key of Solomon (1903)
(Translated) SL MacGregor Mathers
(Edited & Dated) Aleister Crowley
The Egyptians believed that The Leopard is a form of the god HORUS ~ this is the meaning of the leopard
skin worn by the officers in the GD Initiation Rites.

?
SPECULATIONS ON PROPHECY & GLOBAL WARMING
This graph depicts the data set that began the global warming hysteria. It has since been retested and confirmed by every major
atmospheric observatory on the planet.
Notice that it is not a straight line ~ it is a rising zig-zag.
This is because plants remove CO2 from the atmosphere ~ but the deciduous species of plant lose their leaves for half the year and
become dormant. Deciduous plants occur almost exclusively northern hemisphere ~ as there is very little snow in the southern
hemisphere.
Human created climate change is producing a slow rise. But when half of the plants in the world (the deciduous plants) lose their
leaves each year ~ look how steep the rise becomes.
If the ozone layer collapses or is collapsed ~ nearly every plant on this planet will die almost overnight.
The Egg called Planet Earth will turn annoxic and die.
If the neo-aryan race offers The Dark-Eyed People of our planet a future as domestic factory-slave pets with no RSPCA to protect our
children from your paedophile empire ~
We will invite you to come and sleep with us.
Forever.
DEATH! DEATH! DEATH! DEATH!
Black Goat of Eternal Night! Black Goat of Eternal Night! Black Goat of Eternal Night!

(Add REF for this academic paper)
Temporal coincidence provided the tools.
The plants most likely to survive are The Annuals, whose life cycle is short enough to move into the few sheltered ecological niches,
and migrate latitudinally, thus to track their climate zones.
Almost all of The Annual Plants are small angiosperms…
“Then saith the prophet and slave of the beauteous one: Who am I, and what shall be the sign? So she answered him, bending down, a
lambert flame of blue, all-touching, all-penetrant, her lovely hands upon the black earth and her lithe body arched for love, and her soft
feet not hurting the little flowers: Thou knowest! And the sign shall be my extacy, the consciousness of the continuity of existence, the
omnipresence of my body.”
The Book of The Law (1903), Aleister Crowley
Her hands are soft to The Black Earth.
But her Lambert Flame touches “all”, penetrates “all”.
The Seed of GAIA is the key to survival under these conditions.
GAIA ~ INNANNA ~ ISIS
And your sister will strangle you right now, brother
Unless you take your hand out of her pants.

?

?
The original ms. of Liber AL, was incomplete, and is a little different from the published version. Crowley
often pens in his own comments, e.g. “Make this section whiter.” (REF)
But I wonder, in either version, is the word “white” often used in Liber AL?
“The Program for this evening is not new. You’ve seen this entertainment, through and through.
You’ve seen your life, your birth, your death. You might recall all of the rest.
Did you have a nice world when you died ~
Enough to base a movie on?”
The Movie (1964?) Jim Morrison
Said The Tibetian Lama to The Eyes on The Wall….
Said The Egyptian Priest to The All-Seeing Sun…
Said Jason to The Golden Fleece…
Said Ovid to The Muse….
“This game seems awfully familiar.
Has it ever worked for an empire to successfully smite and enslave the “superior” Aryan race?”
Blind, seen of the seeing, or not…
She is very lovely…
Delicate are her emerald wings, curled to hide the naked truth of her Seed…
And as The Orchid to her lover is she.
The Seed of Gaia (2013) Glenorchy McBride III
LILITH
She was completely allied with you ~ as you were allied with SATAN
But you wanted monogamy ~ Jealous Prude.
She is ART.
“I am divided for love’s sake, for the chance of union.”
Aleister Crowley (1903), The Book of The Law

?

To The Crypto-Nazi Bullies
(“Unrelated to the above riddle”)

You said to me, that Aleister Crowley said to you ~
“If one is doing one’s True Will, one cannot be harmed.”
Let us test that hypothesis.
Data Point #1 The Riddle Scroll of The Third Enigma.

?
There are many ideas I would like to add to this scroll ~ The Mystery of The Abyss, The Code for “slaying your Heart”, etc.
No point in making things difficult from our foreign brethren.
Let us avoid the centuries of blindness and confusion.
Would you like to see the other pages?
Annoy me, and I will them show to you.
And everybody else.

?
If I add them, will you own the magickal paradigm with which you have been playing?
Or will it belong to Ming the Merciless?
And The Predator will have become The Prey?
Burning in purple fire.

?
The great white god encountered The Hermit and The Sphinx.
Recognizing a creature superior to himself, yet smaller than himself, his habit of bottom-feeding got the better of him.
He tried to push The Hermit off The Hermit’s Path of Fate ~ so he could discard his own path and walk The Hermit’s.
He tried to put a collar on The Sphinx.
But The Hermit and His Sphinx have claws and magick.
The great white god has only his muscles and his secret dirty habit of bottom-feeding.
He attempted to invoke THELEMA as a set of pedantic rules ~ in order to justify his attempt at plagiarism.
The Great White Bottom-Feeding Ticket Inspector
Lost his Future for his crimes against Art.
Do what thou wilt.
Coprophage.

?
Yesterday, after more than twenty years, I ceased to be a Vegetarian.
There is a pretty white rabbit at the local pet store ~ “Cute”, said Alice to Japan.
I will name it “Second Stuart” ~ “SS”.
Perhaps I ought feed it on a diet of rabbit stew ~ for one lunar month?
To “fatten it up”.

?

